February 2018

98

Grand Cru Montrachet 2017

97

Grand Cru Chevalier-Montrachet 2017

POINTS

POINTS

94-95
POINTS

POINTS

94
POINTS

This has a very flamboyant and complex nose already and there is much to offer with a full
array of chardonnay fruit, from citrus to peach and into even more exotic, tropical notes.
The palate has a super plush, fleshy and flamboyant feel. There’s concentration of flavor,
density of texture and fluidity to the shape and depth in the finish. A classic Montrachet,
from a plot on the Puligny side between DRC and Ramonet.

This has incredible aromatic definition with lemons, limes and grapefruit, as well as stony
elements with oranges and praline. The palate has a beautifully precise feel with very bright
citrus and white peaches, leading to gentle lime-marmalade and hazelnut notes to close.
Super long, focused and already approachable.

Grand Cru Chambertin-Clos de Bèze 2017
The nose has a restrained, mineral edge. Gun-smoke and flinty notes, wild herbs and sous bois with
super fine cherries, as well as crushed red flowers. The palate has a sleek and appealingly powerful
feel that expands fully on fine, long and fresh tannins. The regal finish is already impressive.

Grand Cru Corton-Charlemagne 2017
Super chalky with restrained notes of stones and minerals, as well as orange and
clementine aromas and lightly spiced bread dough, in attractive mode. The palate has
a smoothly layered and very approachable feel with a lot of plush, rich and ripe fruit,
delivered in a channel of chalky freshness.

93-94

Grand Cru Clos Vougeot Domaine 2017

93-94

Grand Cru Echezeaux Domaine 2017

92-93

Grand Cru Le Corton 2017

POINTS

POINTS

POINTS

POINTS

POINTS

POINTS

This has very plush aromas of violets, flowers and blue fruit that follow to the palate with
a deep swathe of ripe, round tannins. Long, plush finish. Great power and ripeness here.

The stunning floral depth to the nose is very attractive here with plenty of roses and violets, as
well as ripe red cherries. Very plush, long and layered tannin weave with an expressive, fleshy and
round center. There’s softness, as well as a bit of cut from the 50 percent whole-cluster ferment.

The aromas are briary and fragrant, offering plenty of red flowers and red berries. The power here
is also impressive and there’s a very regal air to the tannins. Long and fine, very transparent and
delicate. The exposure and altitude here gives good and slow ripening to high maturity.

93

Premier Cru Meursault Perrières Domaine 2017

92

Premier Cru Meursault Genevrières 2017

POINTS

POINTS

A classically vibrant and intense Meursault with fine citrus, stones and bright, ripe
peaches, leading to a very assertive and concentrated palate with great richness and
acidity, driving long and deep. The power here is exceptional.

Some complex and exotic fruit here, from two plots, offering ripe peach aromas, as well as
yellow citrus and stones. The palate has a smoothly succulent feel with light honey and white
almond-nougat notes, across ripe peaches.

February 2018

91

Premier Cru Beaune Clos Saint-Landry Monopole 2017

91-92

Beaune Grèves Vigne de L’Enfant Jésus Exclusivity 2017

91-92

Premier Cru Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Cailles 2017

91-92

Premier Cru Volnay Les Caillerets Ancienne Cuvée Carnot 2017

POINTS

POINTS

POINTS

POINTS

POINTS

POINTS

POINTS

91
POINTS

90-91
POINTS

POINTS

This has a wealth of peach and gently nutty notes with a smooth array of fresh bread and
hazelnut biscuits on the palate. Good freshness here with yellow peach to close.

A refined nose for Beaune with raspberry pastry and red cherries with a violet-flower edge.
The palate has delicate and fine tannins with great structural integrity. The length and
balance are very convincing. Approachable red fruit at the finish.

Bouchard own one hectare of the total of three in this 1er Cru parcel, in the south of the
appellation. The chalky soil delivers elegance here, with aromas of ripe dark cherries and a
fragrant, expressive nose with a lot of violets (30-40 per cent whole clusters). The palate has a
very smooth, supple and flavorful feel with some attractive compression of fine tannins. Long,
rich dark-cherry finish.

From the heart of the appellation, this has a lot of violet-fruit aromas with a poached-cherry and
red-plum core and deep-set spice notes, as well as chalky elements. The theme continues to a
chalky texture from the limestone bedrock with fine, compressed tannins and bright red cherries.

Meursault Les Clous 2017
This has an attractive fusion of yellow grapefruit and lemon with white nectarines. The palate has
great focus and freshness with ripe citrus fruit and white peaches.

Premier Cru Beaune Clos de la Mousse Monopole 2017
The nose has a very flamboyant feel with plenty of brambly, darker cherries and spices. The
palate has a very pure feel with velvety tannins, carrying red to dark cherries.

90

Premier Cru Beaune du Château Blanc 2017

90

Chambolle Musigny 2017

90

Vosne-Romanée 2017

POINTS

POINTS

POINTS

Peaches on the nose with an edge of spiced toffee. The palate has a very plush and fleshy feel with
plenty of fruit delivered into the finish.

This is locked into attractive, spicy and quite exotic ripe cherries and pomegranates. Cherrypastry notes, too. The palate has a smoothly rendered and approachable, mellow-tannin bed with
a supple, fleshy finish.

The nose has attractive rose and spicy red-cherry aromas, leading to a smoothly succulent palate
that carries plenty of fruit flesh and depth. Great wine for early drinking.

